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[1] The Dutch-Finnish Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) launched on the NASA Aura

satellite in July 2004 offers unprecedented spatial resolution, coupled with contiguous
daily global coverage, for space-based UV measurements of sulfur dioxide (SO2). We
present a first validation of the OMI SO2 data with in situ aircraft measurements in NE
China in April 2005. The study demonstrates that OMI can distinguish between
background SO2 conditions and heavy pollution on a daily basis. The noise (expressed as
the standard deviation, s) is 1.5 DU (Dobson units; 1 DU = 2.69  1016 molecules/cm2)
for instantaneous field of view boundary layer (PBL) SO2 data. Temporal and spatial
averaging can reduce the noise to s  0.3 DU over a remote region of the South Pacific;
the long-term average over this remote location was within 0.1 DU of zero. Under polluted
conditions collection 2 OMI data are higher than aircraft measurements by a factor of two.
Improved calibrations of the radiance and irradiance data (collection 3) result in better
agreement with aircraft measurements on polluted days. The air mass–corrected collection
3 data still show positive bias and sensitivity to UV absorbing aerosols. The difference
between the in situ data and the OMI SO2 measurements within 30 km of the aircraft
profiles was about 1 DU, equivalent to 5 ppb from 0 to 3000 m altitude. Quantifying the
SO2 and aerosol profiles and spectral dependence of aerosol absorption between 310 and
330 nm are critical for an accurate estimate of SO2 from satellite UV measurements.
Citation: Krotkov, N. A., et al. (2008), Validation of SO2 retrievals from the Ozone Monitoring Instrument over NE China,
J. Geophys. Res., 113, D16S40, doi:10.1029/2007JD008818.

1. Introduction
[2] Sulfur dioxide (SO2) is a short-lived gas, produced
primarily by volcanoes, power plants, refineries, metal
smelting and burning of fossil and biofuels. It can be a
noxious pollutant or a major player in global climate
forcing, depending on altitude. Most fossil fuel burning
occurs near the surface where SO2 is released into the
planetary boundary layer (PBL). When SO2 remains near
the Earth’s surface, it has detrimental health and acidifying
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effects but exerts little impact on global climate or radiative
forcing. Emitted SO2 is soon converted to sulfate aerosol by
reaction with OH in air or by reaction with H2O2 in aqueous
solutions (clouds) [Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Chin et al.,
2000]. The mean lifetime varies from 1– 2 days or less
near the surface to more than a month in the stratosphere
[e.g., Krueger et al., 2000; Benkovitz et al., 2004]. The
resulting sulfate aerosol, which can be transported distantly
in the free troposphere, can have climate effects, including
direct radiative forcing and aerosol-induced changes in
cloud microphysics. The concentration and lifetime of
SO2, the meteorological mechanisms that loft it above the
PBL, and the efficiency of those mechanisms remain major
unanswered questions in global atmospheric chemistry and
climate science [e.g., Dickerson et al., 2007].
[ 3 ] Emission inventories indicate that the largest
increases in tropospheric SO2 emissions have occurred in
Asia during the last 20 years [Streets and Waldhoff, 2000;
Streets et al., 2003; Larssen et al., 2006; Ohara et al.,
2007]. These increased emissions resulted in a positive
winter trend (17% per decade) in sulfate aerosol loading
over Asia between 1979 and 2000 detected by the NASA
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument
[Massie et al., 2004]. The TOMS aerosol trend is consistent
with a pronounced regional increase in aerosol optical
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Figure 1. (left) Flight path on 5 April 2005. Aircraft profiling flight patterns (spirals) were performed
near Xiaoming (42.45°N, 123.7°E) and Liaozhong (41.35°N, 122.648°E). All flights departed from
Taoxian International Airport (41.640°N, 123.488°E) in the Liaoning region of China. Flight paths were
similar on 5, 7 and 10 April 2005. (http://www.atmos.umd.edu~zli/EAST-AIRE/air_camp/air_camp.htm).
(right) A 2-year average OMI SO2 map over eastern China in Dobson units (1 DU = 2.691016
molecules/cm2) showing persistent areas of high SO2 concentrations in a triangle between Beijing,
Shanghai, and the Sichuan basin in agreement with emission inventories [Streets and Waldhoff,
2000; Streets et al., 2003; Larssen et al., 2006; Ohara et al., 2007]. Smaller SO2 enhancements
(0.5 DU) over the Shenyang region in northeast China (black square) are significant as compared
to the background regions.

thickness over coastal areas of Asia detected using Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite data [Mishchenko and Geogdzhayev, 2007]. However,
no historic satellite data are available for estimating trends
in anthropogenic SO2 emissions over the same period. The
TOMS sensitivity to SO2 was limited by the available
instrument wavelengths and low spatial resolution (50 km
at nadir and 100 km average) to large SO2 amounts in
volcanic eruptions [Krueger et al., 1995, 2000; Carn et al.,
2003] and exceptional SO2 pollution events [Carn et al.,
2004]. Greatly improved sensitivity was demonstrated
through the detection of volcanic and anthropogenic SO2
in full-spectrum UV data provided by the Global Ozone
Monitoring Experiment (GOME) [Eisinger and Burrows,
1998; Burrows et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2005; Khokhar et
al., 2005] and Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer
for Atmospheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY) [Bovensmann
et al., 1999; Bramstedt et al., 2004; Richter et al., 2006].
However, GOME needs 3 days and SCIAMACHY 6 days
to acquire a contiguous global map and hence could miss
short-lived pollution events. The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) [Levelt et al., 2006] launched on NASA’s Aura
satellite [Schoeberl et al., 2006] in July 2004 offers better
spatial resolution (13  24 km at nadir), coupled with
contiguous global daily coverage, for space-based UV
measurements of SO2. OMI SO2 data are publicly available
from NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center Earth Sciences

(GES) Data and Information Services Center (DISC) at
http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/Aura/OMI/omso2_v003.shtml.
By using optimum wavelengths, the retrieval sensitivity is
improved over TOMS by factors of 10 to 20, depending on
location [Krotkov et al., 2006]. The ground footprint of OMI
is one eighth the area of TOMS [Levelt et al., 2006]. These
factors produce a two orders of magnitude improvement in
the minimum detectable mass of SO2. The improved OMI
sensitivity permits daily observations of strong anthropogenic SO2 emissions (from smelters and coal burning power
plants) [Krotkov et al., 2006, 2007; Carn et al., 2007].
These retrievals require validation against independent
measurements.
[4] In situ profile measurements by low-altitude aircraft
are important for validating satellite SO2 retrievals and for
providing critical information about vertical profiles of
gases (SO2, ozone) and aerosols in the PBL. Although such
measurements are available for several years over the
eastern U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006], no data were previously available over China. Here we present the first
comparisons of the OMI SO2 retrievals with in situ aircraft
measurements near Shenyang in NE China (Figure 1)
[Dickerson et al., 2007]. Aircraft and OMI PBL SO2 data
sets are briefly discussed in section 2 together with error
estimates. Parameterization of the air mass factor (AMF) is
suggested to improve the accuracy of the operational OMI
data. Section 3 describes aircraft comparisons with opera-
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Figure 2. Altitude (blue) and in situ SO2 (red) aircraft data as function of flight time (local time (LT):
LT = UT + 8 h) on 5 April 2005 over northeastern China (Figure 1). The amount of SO2 increases as the
altitude decreases during the flight. These raw data were converted into three SO2 vertical profiles over
Liaozhong (1130 LT) and Xiaoming (1230 LT) and on the descent to Taoxian International airport
(1330 LT). The OMI overpass time (0457 UT) corresponds to 1257 LT.
tional OMI PBL SO2 data for 4 days in April 2005 with
different meteorological and air quality conditions. Several
improvements to the operational OMI SO2 data are discussed including new OMI radiance and irradiance calibrations (collection 3) and off-line AMF corrections based on
aircraft measurements of altitude profiles of SO2 and
aerosols.

2. Data Collection
2.1. Aircraft Data
[5] The aircraft measurements were performed as part of
the East Asian Study of Tropospheric Aerosols: an International Regional Experiment (EAST-AIRE) [C. Li et al.,
2007; Z. Li et al., 2007]. Eight flights were completed
between 1 April 2005 and 12 April 2005. Only 4 days with
different air quality and meteorological conditions (1, 5, 7
and 10 April) were selected for comparisons because of the
optimal OMI observational conditions (no clouds, near
nadir viewing directions). All flights departed from Taoxian
International Airport (41.640°N, 123.488°E) in the Liaoning province of China. Flight paths were similar on 5, 7 and
10 April (Figure 1). Two profiling flight patterns (spirals)
were performed daily over farmland, from 300 m up to
4,000 m above sea level (asl) to the south (Liaozhong) and
north (Xiaoming) of the airport (Figure 1). The flight on 1
April was in a north-south direction (to Harbin) with only
one measured SO2 profile on the descent to the Taoxian
International Airport. The flights were made on a Chinese
Y-12 twin-engine turboprop plane. Two inlets were located
on top of the cockpit in front of the engines: a forward
facing isokinetic inlet to collect aerosols and a backward
facing inlet for trace gas measurements. All instruments on
board have been used on previous flights over the eastern
U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006] and are well characterized
[Dickerson et al., 2007]. SO2 was measured using a

commercially modified pulse-florescence detector with a
detection limit of about 0.2 ppbv and an estimated absolute
accuracy of 15% (95% confidence level) [Luke, 1997].
The contributions to this uncertainty include sampling line
loss, instrument noise, and interference by other species.
Relative humidity and temperature were measured with a
solid-state probe (EIL Instruments Inc., Rustrak RR2 – 252,
Hunt Valley, MD) and pressure was monitored with a
Rosemount Model 2005 Pressure Transducer. Location
was monitored with a Global Positioning System receiver
(Garmin GPS-90). The temperature and pressure measurements (accurate to 1%) were used to convert the SO2 mixing
ratio to absolute concentration. The concentrations measured during each spiral were extrapolated to the surface
and vertically integrated below the maximum aircraft altitude (4 km) to estimate SO2 column amounts with an
overall uncertainty of 20% for column contents above
0.3 DU. Other instruments on board have been previously
described in more detail [Taubman et al., 2006; Dickerson
et al., 2007]. Aerosol scattering coefficients at three wavelengths (450, 550, and 700 nm) were measured with an
integrating nephelometer (TSI Model 3563) [Anderson et
al., 1996]. The nonideal forward scattering truncation was
corrected following Anderson and Ogren [1998]. The
aerosol optical thickness (AOT) and Angstrom coefficient
were estimated from the measured scattering coefficients
assuming a constant single scattering albedo (SSA) of 0.9.
The Angstrom coefficient was biased high and AOT was
biased low compared to coincident ground-based AERONET observations because of insufficient sampling of large
dust particles. The estimated bias was 20% for anthropogenic pollution (when fine particles dominate), but could
increase to 50 – 100% during dust storms (when coarse
particles dominate).
[6] Figure 2 shows typical aircraft SO2 data as a function
of flight time (local time (LT): LT = UT + 8 h) on 5 April.
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Table 1a. OMI Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV) SO2 Noise Statistics Over Background Regions in the
South Pacific on 6 April 2005 (OMI Collection 2 Operational Data, Orbit 3858)
Sample Area

Number of
IFOV Data

Area Mean SO2
Column Content, DU

Standard Deviation
of IFOV Data, DU

41 – 43°S; 130 – 132°E
40 – 44°S; 128 – 134°E
Whole orbit from 70°S to 30°N

105
594
47684

0.2
0.05
0.02

1.4
1.5
1.4

On that day, high concentrations of SO2 (10 ppbv) and
aerosols (scattering coefficients 4104 m1) were observed within the PBL, below 1000 m asl. Above the PBL,
pollutant levels dropped rapidly with altitude, but were
still substantial compared to background levels, with SO2
close to 1 ppbv and aerosol scattering coefficients close to
104 m1 above 2000 m asl.
2.2. OMI SO2 Data
[7] In the publicly released OMI SO2 product (OMSO2)
four reported total SO2 values correspond respectively to
the a priori profile assumptions of SO2 in the PBL (below
2 km) and in the lower troposphere from anthropogenic
sources, SO2 distributed between 5 and 10 km emitted by
passive volcanic degassing in the free troposphere, and SO2
distributed between 15 and 20 km representing injection
from explosive volcanic eruptions. The PBL data are
processed with the Band Residual Difference (BRD) algorithm [Krotkov et al., 2006], while all other data are
processed with the Linear Fit (LF) algorithm [Yang et al.,
2007]. Both algorithms use the TOMS – like total ozone
retrieval (OMTO3) [Bhartia and Wellemeyer, 2002] as a
linearization step to derive an initial estimate of total ozone
(assuming zero SO2) and the wavelength-independent
Lambertian effective surface reflectivity (LER). The
OMTO3 algorithm accomplishes this by matching calculated radiances to the measured radiances at a pair of
wavelengths (317.5 nm and 331.2 nm under most conditions). The residuals at the 10 other wavelengths are then
calculated as the difference between the measured and
computed N values (N = 100*log10(I/F), I is Earth
radiance and F is solar irradiance), where the latter account
for the effects of multiple Rayleigh scattering, ozone absorption, Ring effect, and surface reflectivity. In the presence of
SO2, the residuals contain spectral structures that correlate
with the SO2 absorption cross sections. The residuals also

have contributions from other error sources. To reduce this
interference, a median residual for a sliding group of SO2-free
and cloud-free pixels covering ±15° latitude along the orbit
track is subtracted for each spectral band and cross-track
position [Yang et al., 2007]. This ‘‘sliding median’’ empirical
correction essentially acts as a high-pass filter forcing median
residuals to equal zero for all the bands. Doing so, any crosstrack and latitudinal biases are reduced.
[8] Only operational OMI PBL data, processed with the
BRD algorithm, will be discussed in this paper. The
algorithm uses differential residuals at the three wavelength
pairs with the largest differential SO2 cross sections in the
OMI UV2 spectral region (310 – 380 nm) to maximize
measurement sensitivity to anthropogenic emissions in the
PBL. Each pair residual is converted to SO2 slant column
density (SCD) using differential SO2 cross-section data at
constant temperature (275 K) [Bogumil et al., 2003]. The
SCDs of the three pairs are averaged and the average SCD
is converted to the total SO2 vertical column density (VCD)
in Dobson units, (1 DU = 2.69  1016 molecules/cm2), using
a constant air mass factor (AMF) of 0.36:
total SO2 VCD ¼

SCD
AMF

ð1Þ

[9] This operational AMF was estimated for cloud- and
aerosol-free conditions, using a solar zenith angle of 30°,
nadir viewing direction, a surface albedo of 0.05, a surface
pressure of 1013.3hPa, a 325 DU midlatitude ozone profile
[McPeters et al., 2007] and a typical summer SO2 vertical
profile over the eastern U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006].
2.2.1. OMI SO2 Precision
[10] An estimate of the OMI SO2 precision (noise) and
detection limit can be obtained by examining the retrieval
statistics over pristine oceanic regions, where SO2 amounts

Table 1b. Statistics for the Area-Averaged SO2 Noise in the South Pacific Region (41 – 43°S; 130 – 132°E) on 6
April 2005 (OMI Collection 2 Operational Data, Orbit 3858)
Averaging
Radius, km

Average Number
of IFOV, n

Average of the
Area Means (DU)

Standard Deviation of the
Area Means (SDM), n

StdDevð IFOV Þ
pﬃﬃ
n

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

4
8
14
22
32
44
57
72
89

0.23
0.22
0.22
0.22
0.21
0.20
0.18
0.16
0.16

0.82
0.62
0.51
0.44
0.39
0.36
0.33
0.31
0.28

0.73
0.48
0.36
0.29
0.24
0.21
0.18
0.16
0.15
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Table 1c. Temporal Statistics of the Daily Area Mean OMI PBL SO2 Values From 2005 Over a Background Region in the South Pacific
and Over the EAST-AIRE Flight Region in NE Chinaa
Location

Region

Number
of Days

Annual
Mean, DU

Standard
Deviation, DU

Percent Outliers
Outside ±2 St Dev

South Pacific
NE China

41 – 43°S, 130 – 132°E
41 – 43°N, 122 – 124°E

75
110

0.01
0.65

0.6
1.1

7%
6%

a
Only days with at least 70 cloud-free IFOV retrievals were used. The long-term average SO2 column content of 0.65 DU is equivalent to about 3 ppb in
the lowest 2 km of the atmosphere over NE China.

are indistinguishable from zero (<0.1 DU) [Seinfeld and
Pandis, 1998; Chin et al., 2000]. Because of measurement
and retrieval errors the OMI Instantaneous Field of View
(IFOV) SO2 data have a statistical distribution in such
background regions. The random noise plus spatial variability and temporal variability should explain all the
variance in the IFOV data. If the retrieved OMI SO2 signal
is due to random fluctuations such as detector noise then the
variability should decrease as the time for which the signal
is averaged (and the area over which the signal is averaged)
increases. The uncertainty in the average column content
should decrease with the square root of the number of IFOV
observations averaged (n). For example, consider a region
in the South Pacific Ocean bounded by 40– 44°S and 128 –
134°E on 6 April 2005 (Table 1a). This region was chosen
because of the absence of SO2 emissions, and similar
observational conditions to the EAST-AIRE region (same
orbit, same viewing geometry, absence of clouds). Table 1a
shows that both the mean and standard deviation (s =
1.5 DU) of the IFOV data do not change with the size of
the averaging area, so the region is spatially homogeneous.
Assuming Gaussian noise statistics, each IFOV SO2 retrieval is expected to be within +/3 DU (2s) in 95% of cases.

This noise level is too high to detect background SO2
amounts or most anthropogenic SO2 [Taubman et al.,
2006]. Therefore, spatial smoothing is recommended to
reduce the noise (i.e., averaging all IFOV data within certain
radius for a given location). The standard deviation of the
means of the areas (SDM) can be taken as an estimate of the
smoothed noise. Table 1b shows the smoothed noise statistics over the same area on 6 April. As the number of
averaged IFOV data (n) increases with the averaging radius,
pﬃﬃﬃ
the SDM decreases, but more slowly than StdDev(IFOV)/ n.
For example, the OMI noise in 30 km averages (n = 8)
is estimated to be 0.6 DU, while taking 100 km averages
(n = 90) would reduce the noise to 0.3 DU. Taking into
account large day-to-day variability in area mean values
even over pristine locations (Table 1c), we double the OMI
noise estimate to account for the temporal noise component.
The OMI detection limit is therefore 3 DU for IFOV data
(±two StdDev(IFOV)), but reduces to 1.2 DU (±four
SDM(n), n = 90, Table 1b) for daily 100 km averages.
Time-averaging further reduces the noise, enabling detection of weaker stationary SO2 emissions not obvious in
daily data (Figure 1). The long-term (1 year) mean over
the S. Pacific region is zero with a standard deviation of

Figure 3. (left) SO2 vertical profiles: measured during EAST-AIRE campaign on 5 April 2005 over
Liaozhong, NE China (blue stars); median summer SO2 profile over eastern U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006]
(red diamonds). Both SO2 profiles are dimensionless, normalized to a unit column SO2 amount. Black line
shows vertically resolved OMI SO2 sensitivity or local AMF: m(z, RS, W, q, q0, f) calculated for nadir
viewing direction (q = 0°), solar zenith angle q0 = 46°, surface reflectivity RS, = 0.05, W = 325 DU middle
latitude TOMS climatological ozone profile, no aerosols and clouds. (right) Local AMF dependence on
surface albedo, RS (solid line, RS = 0.05; dashed line, RS = 0.1) and total ozone, W (red indicates TOMS W =
425 DU midlatitude ozone profile and black indicates W = 325 DU midlatitude ozone profile).
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Figure 4. AMF parameterization as function of slant column ozone amount (SCO): SCO = W  (sec (q) +
sec (q0)) in Dobson units. The parameterization was calculated using the median summer SO2 profile
measured by aircraft over the eastern U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006], TOMS climatological middle latitude
ozone profiles, different viewing angles (0 – 60°), solar zenith angles (0 – 60°), and relative solar azimuth
angles (60 – 120°) and a surface albedo of 0.05 with no aerosols or clouds. Dashed line is the linear
regression (6) AMF = r0  r1  SCO, where ro = 0.486 and r1 = 0.000177 [DU]1.
0.6 DU, while over NE China the long-term mean value
is 0.65 DU with a standard deviation 1.1 DU (Table 1c).
These results illustrate persistent SO2 emissions over NE
China (Figure 1).
2.2.2. OMI SO2 Accuracy
[11] The SO2 retrieval accuracy depends on the uncertainty in both SCD, "SC, and in average photon path,
characterized by the error in assumed AMF: "AMF (1).
The combined error, "SO2, can be expressed using equation
(1) and assuming that "SC and "AMF are not correlated:
eSO2
¼
X

rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 e 2  e
ﬃ
SC
AMF 2
þ
SCD
AMF

ð2Þ

actual observational conditions. Given the relatively high
noise in SCD values (30 – 50% for EAST-AIRE regional
averages (Table 2) and up to 200% for the individual pixels
(Table 3)), the AMF correction does not need to be exact.
Here, we propose a simple parameterization that can be used
to estimate the AMF with 20% uncertainty using only
OMI measurements of total ozone.
2.2.3. AMF Parameterization
[12] The AMF depends on SO2 vertical profile, surface
albedo (RS), observational geometry (viewing (q), solar
zenith (q0) and relative solar azimuth (8) angles), total
column ozone (W), aerosols and clouds:
Z1

where X is the total SO2 VCD, SCD = 0.36  X (1), and "SC
is estimated from the background noise statistics ("SC =
0.2 DU or 61015 molecules/cm2 for a 2° by 2° area).
The "SC error has additional systematic components due to
uncertainties in laboratory measured SO2 cross sections
[Bogumil et al., 2003] and the algorithmic assumption of a
constant PBL temperature. Assuming that the effective PBL
temperature ranges from 260 K to 300 K, the operational
OMI PBL SO2 values, derived by assuming a constant
effective temperature of 275 K, are overestimated by 4% or
underestimated by 8% at these two extremes. This error
should be corrected off-line if SO2 and temperature profiles
are known from ancillary measurements or models (see
section 3.2). The AMF error, "AMF, is systematic and
increases with deviation of the observational conditions
from those assumed in the operational algorithm. For a
quantitative use of PBL SO2 data (i.e., emissions estimates),
the operational AMF should be corrected to account for

AMF ¼

mð z; RS ; W; q; q0 ; 8ÞnSO2 ð zÞdz

ð3Þ

0

mð zÞ ¼

@ lnðITOA Þ
@t SO2 ð zÞ

ð4Þ

where m(z, RS, W, q, q0, 8) is the vertically resolved OMI
SO2 sensitivity (i.e., local AMF), ITOA is the OMI measured
reflectance at the top of atmosphere, t SO2(z) is the SO2
absorption optical thickness in a vertical layer between
z [km] and z + dz [km], and nSO2(z) is the dimensionless
normalized SO2 vertical profile shape (Figure 3). Since m(z)
is weakly dependent on wavelength, we consider spectrally
averaged value over a narrow spectral window (i.e., 311 –
315 nm) used by the OMI BRD algorithm [Krotkov et al.,
2006]. Figure 3 compares the summer median SO2 profile
measured over the eastern U.S. [Taubman et al., 2006] with
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Figure 5. Aura OMI PBL SO2 maps (linear color scale from 0 to 6 DU) superimposed on Aqua
MODIS RGB images (images courtesy of MODIS Rapid Response Project at NASA/GSFC) acquired
15 min prior to the OMI overpass during the EAST-AIRE field campaign on (a) 1 April, (b) 5 April
(polluted air seen over NE China ahead of the a cold front), (c) 7 April (polluted air pushed off the coast),
and (d) 10 April (behind cold front) 2005. The aircraft spiral locations are denoted by white aircraft
symbols in Figure 5b. Apparently high SO2 values (red colors) indicate SO2 lofting above the PBL and/or
above low-level clouds, where OMI sensitivity is enhanced. Tropospheric winds are indicated by yellow
(surface) and white (850 mbar) arrows. Background maps are from Google Earth screen captures (Google
Earth imagery # Google Inc., used with permission) containing imagery from TerraMetrics, Inc.
(Copyright 2008 TerraMetrics, Inc., http://www.truearth.com).
a profile measured over NE China during the EAST-AIRE
campaign in April 2005. Both SO2 profiles are normalized
to a unit column SO2 amount. Thus, the AMF can be
interpreted as a profile-weighted mean value of the
vertically resolved OMI SO2 sensitivity, m(z) (4). Although
the typical SO2 profile shapes are quite different for the
eastern U.S. and China, it turns out that the profileintegrated AMF is close to 0.4 in both cases. Therefore,
AMF corrections due to the measured SO2 profile shape for
EAST-AIRE conditions are expected to be small. Increasing
the surface albedo from 0.05 to 0.1 increases the AMF by
35% (Figure 3, right). However, the land albedo is
typically small at UVB wavelengths (310 – 315 nm), so
using the default value (RS = 0.05) will result in less than a
15% AMF error. A large increase in total ozone from 325
DU to 425 DU causes only a 10% decrease in the AMF, but
this systematic effect can be easily taken into account using
the OMI total ozone measurements.
SO2 ðcorrected Þ ¼

0:36
SO2 ðoperationalÞ
AMF ðcorrected Þ

ð5Þ

[13] The AMF correction due to observational geometry
(q, q0, 8) can be combined with the total ozone correction
using a simple linear regression with respect to the slant
column ozone (SCO) (Figure 4):
AMF ðcorrected Þ ¼ r0  r1  SCO

SCO ¼ W  ðsecðqÞ þ secðq0 ÞÞ

ð6Þ

ð7Þ

where W is the total column ozone measured by OMI. The
regression coefficients, r0 and r1 depend on the shape of the
SO2 vertical profile, the surface albedo, azimuth angle and
the presence of aerosols and clouds. Figure 4 compares
parameterized AMF values calculated using the regression
(5)– (7) with values calculated with the forward radiative
transfer model [Dave, 1964] for different ozone profiles and
observational geometries. The operational AMF of 0.36 is
underestimated by 20% for SCO < 700 DU (W = 300 DU,
small solar zenith and viewing angles), but overestimated by
30% for SCO = 1500 DU. For larger SCO values (high
ozone and/or high solar zenith and viewing angles, mostly
at high latitudes), the AMF becomes very small, so valid
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Figure 6. Operational (collection 2) OMI PBL SO2 data over the EAST-AIRE flight region in April
2005. Background maps are from Google Earth screen captures (Google Earth imagery # Google Inc.,
used with permission) containing imagery from TerraMetrics, Inc. (Copyright 2008 TerraMetrics, Inc.,
http://www.truearth.com). MODIS image courtesy of MODIS Rapid Response Project at NASA/GSFC.
PBL SO2 retrievals are not expected. The parameterization
(6) does not account for AMF dependence on relative
satellite-solar azimuthal angle, 8. Because of the OMI polar
sun-synchronous afternoon orbit (1345 local equator cross-

ing time), 8 ranges between 0° and 30° for cross-track
positions 1 – 30, but 8 is 150– 180° for positions 31– 60 in
the tropics. In the middle to high latitudes 8 approaches 60–
120°. The AMF typically decreases as 8 increases from 0°

Table 2. OMI and Aircraft SO2 Column Density Averaged Over the EAST-AIRE Flight Region in April 2005a
Day

Number
IFOV, n

1 Apr
5 Apr
7 Apr
10 Apr

74
113
98
90

OMI Collection 2 Data
Ozone, DU (SD)
399
367
342
382

(4)
(4)
(3)
(5)

LER (SD)

AI (SD)

SO2, DU (SD)

OMI Collection
3: SO2, DU (SD)

Aircraft Column
SO2,b DU

0.06
0.08
0.05
0.09

1.8
2.1
2.8
0.9

2.1±0.7c (1.4)
2.9±0.6 (1.2)
0.9±0.6 (1.4)
0.45±0.6 (1.2)

1.4±0.7d (1.5)
1.9±0.6 (1.2)
0.9±0.6 (1.3)
0.5±0.6 (1.1)

1.3±0.3
1.7±0.3
0.1±0.1
0.09±0.1

(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.05)

(0.2)
(0.2)
(0.6)
(0.3)

a
Also shown are OMI regional average ozone (DU), aerosol index (AI) and reflectivity (LER) from the OMTO3 algorithm. The variability over the flight
region (one standard deviation) is shown in parentheses. The high AI recorded on 7 April 2005 suggests that mineral dust at altitudes above those flown by
the aircraft may create a positive interference.
b
Vertically integrated (from the surface to 4 km) in situ SO2 profile averaged over all spirals.
c
Standard deviation of the area mean SO2 retrievals with comparable IFOV sample size (n) over a background area in the South Pacific (Table 1b)
multiplying by factor of 2 to account for day-to-day variability (Table 1c) and not including AMF error.
d
Collection 3 noise statistics are the same as collection 2.
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to 180°, so in extreme cases a 20% error is possible.
However, averaging regression coefficients for 8 in the
range 60 –120° reduces the error to +/10%. Therefore,
under cloud- and aerosol-free conditions the remaining
AMF error should be within 20%, less than the noise in
SCD values. However, aerosols and clouds can affect the
error differently depending on many factors. The assumption is that clouds screen PBL SO2, but no AMF correction
is attempted to account for this ‘‘hidden’’ SO2. To avoid this
uncertainty, only cloud-free days are considered for
validation, so that OMI area-weighted reflectivity (LER)
is less than 0.1. The aerosol AMF corrections are further
discussed in section 4.

3. OMI SO2 Validations
[14] Figure 5 shows operational OMI PBL SO2 values
combined with high-resolution MODIS RGB composites on
the 4 days in April 2005 selected for validation: 1, 5, 7 and
10 April. The MODIS instrument is aboard the EOS Aqua
polar orbiting satellite [King et al., 2003], which orbits the
Earth 15 min ahead of Aura along the same orbit. According
to high-resolution MODIS imagery, the flight region (i.e.,
41– 43°N and 122 –124°E) was cloud-free on all days as
confirmed by low average OMI reflectivity (LER < 0.1;
Table 2). However, air quality was dramatically different on
these days because of different meteorological regimes.
Between 5 and 7 April and 9 and 10 April cold fronts
traveled from continental China over Korea to the Sea of
Japan. Polluted SO2-rich air was ‘‘pushed’’ ahead of the
cold fronts and lofted above the PBL. Mostly cloud-free and
SO2-free air was behind the cold fronts. For example, the
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location of the cold front on 7 April could be clearly
identified in both MODIS imagery and OMI SO2 maps
(Figure 5c). Apparently high OMI operational SO2 values
(>5 DU) over Korea and SE China on 1 and 7 April provide
evidence of polluted air lofting above the PBL, where OMI
SO2 sensitivity increases (Figure 3). Since the PBL OMI
data are not corrected for the SO2 lofting effect, the
operational values are overestimates. When an elevated
SO2 plume travels above low-level meteorological clouds,
the OMI sensitivity is enhanced because of cloud reflection
(Figure 3) and additional overestimation results. Therefore, for
elevated plumes, off-line correction is needed to account for
both SO2 plume height and underlying cloud reflectivity.
Estimating the SO2 amount for elevated plumes in the lower
free troposphere (below 5 km) needs special consideration and
is the subject of future studies. In this paper, we only consider
OMI data over the EAST-AIRE flight region (41–43°N and
122–124°E) where SO2 was located predominantly in the
PBL, as confirmed by aircraft in situ profile measurements
(Figure 2).
3.1. Area Average Comparisons
[15] Figure 6 shows smoothed operational OMI SO2 data
over the EAST-AIRE flight region on the comparison days.
Qualitatively, OMI measurements of SO2 agree with the
aircraft in situ observations of high concentrations of SO2
(approximately 1 – 2 DU) ahead of the cold front (1 and 5
April) and lower concentrations behind it (7 and 10 April).
This comparison demonstrates that OMI can distinguish
between background SO2 conditions and heavy pollution on
a daily basis. Quantitatively, there are definite differences
between the aircraft and OMI measurements averaged over

Table 3. Comparisons Between Aircraft Spirals and OMI IFOV SO2 Measurements Averaged Within 30 km of Each Spirala
OMIc
Aircraft

b

Collection 2d

Collection 3 SO2, DU

Day 2005

Spiral Location and
Start Time, UT

t aer (500)

SO2, DU

AMF Corrected

Operational

SO2, DU

n

O3, DU

AI

LER

1 Apr
1 Apr
1 Apr
5 Apr
5 Apr
5 Apr
7 Apr
7 Apr
7 Apr
10 Apr
10 Apr
10 Apr

Xiaoming, N/A
Taoxian 0723
Liaozhong, N/A
Xiaoming 0429
Taoxian 0517
Liaozhong 0312
Xiaoming 0735
Taoxian 0920
Liaozhong 0857
Xiaoming 0257
Taoxian 0453
Liaozhong 0428

N/A
0.5h
N/A
1.19
0.64
1.11
0.56
0.43
0.41
0.23
0.17
0.15j

no data
1.3 ± 0.2
no data
1.3 ± 0.2
1.5 ± 0.3
2.3 ± 0.4
0.0 ± 0.1
0.22 ± 0.1
0.0 ± 0.1
0.07 ± 0.1
0.21 ± 0.1
0.04 ± 0.1

N/A
2.1 ±
N/A
1.6 ±
2.7 ±
2.5 ±
N/Ai
1.2 ±
N/Ai
0.5 ±
0.9 ±
0.6 ±

0.7
1.4
1.1
1.5
2.8
2.4
0.8
1.5
1.5
0.6
0.7
0.6

1.9
2.7
1.5
2.6
3.8
2.7
1.1
1.6
1.3
0.7
0.5
0.5

6
4
6
7
9
8
8
7
6
6
7
7

395
403
404
367
371
367
342
342
341
385
381
376

1.6
1.7
2.1
2.0
2.1
2.4
3.6
2.5
4.3
1.0
0.7
0.8

0.07
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.12
0.14
0.10

e

f

1.6
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.3
1.3

g

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

1.4
1.6
1.4
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.4
1.3
1.3

a
n is the number of IFOV data averaged. Spiral locations were 42.450°N, 123.70°E (Xiaoming, 138 m asl) and 41.35°N, 122.648°E (Liaozhong, 15 m asl).
All flights departed from Taoxian International Airport (41.640°N, 123.488°E, 58 m asl) in the Shenyang region.
b
Aircraft in situ measured SO2 concentrations were extrapolated to the surface and vertically integrated up to the maximal aircraft altitude 4 km to
estimate SO2 column densities with an uncertainty of 20%.
c
OMI IFOV data were averaged within 30 km of each spiral location.
d
OMI operational collection 2 data: ozone, aerosol index (AI) and reflectivity collection 2 data from the OMTO3 algorithm [Bhartia and Wellemeyer,
2002].
e
Aerosol optical thickness (AOT) at 500 nm was estimated from aircraft in situ measurements of aerosol scattering coefficients at 450 nm, 550 nm and
650 nm and integrated from the surface up to 4 km assuming a SSA of 0.9 at 500 nm.
f
Collection 3 SO2 data with temperature and AMF corrections applied.
g
Reprocessed OMI data using the operational SO2 algorithm with recalibrated radiance and irradiance (collection 3 level 1b) data [Dobber et al., 2008].
h
On 1 April aircraft measurements were taking during a quick descent to the airport, so that aerosol AOT data are less reliable (nephelometer’s averaging
time is 5 min). The AOT was obtained from a ground-based handheld Sun photometer. The observation time of the Sun photometer is about 0230 – 0500 UTC
and the OMI overpass was at 0522 UTC.
i
The aircraft in situ measurements over Xiaoming and Liaozhong on 7 April suggest almost no SO2 throughout the whole column covered by the aircraft.
j
The aircraft aerosol data were affected by flying through a deck of fair weather cumulus clouds. Ground-based AERONET aerosol optical thickness data
from near the Liaozhong site (41°300N and 122°420E) on 10 April were used.
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the flight region on both clean and polluted days as shown
in Table 2. On clean days 7 and 10 April the aircraft
vertically integrated in situ SO2 measurements (0.1 DU)
were below the OMI detection limit (1 DU). The disagreement between aircraft and satellite observations could
originate from a layer of SO2 in the upper troposphere or
lower stratosphere. There is no way to rule out high
concentrations of SO2 above the maximum flight altitude
(4000 m), although this is unlikely. The difference between
these days is that the 5 – 6 April cold front brought with it
large amounts of desert dust as confirmed by a high OMI
aerosol index (AI) on 7 April (AI = 3; Table 2), while the
AI value was low on 10 April, suggesting no dust. Dust
aerosols typically have a strong absorption enhancement in
the shorter UVB wavelengths [d’Almeida et al., 1991;
Sokolik and Toon, 1999; Alfaro et al., 2004] and could
interfere with OMI SO2 retrievals. The dust interference is a
subject of future study.
[16] As opposed to clean days, 1 and 5 April represent
polluted air masses ahead of cold fronts (Figure 5). Trajectory analysis [Draxler and Rolph, 2003] suggests that the air
on 1 April was from the northwest at 500, 1000, and 2000 m
above ground level (Figure 5a). The local meteorological
records at Taoxian airport indicate weak winds with variable
directions on that day. The trajectories on 5 April are mainly
from the southwest. Before reaching the Shenyang area, the
air passed over many emission sources in major industrial
regions, including the Beijing [An et al., 2007] and Shanghai areas. Aircraft measurements on 5 April show high SO2
concentrations throughout the PBL (up to 19 ppbv) and in
the lower free troposphere (Figure 2). The daily aircraft
spiral averages were 1.3 DU on 1 April (only one profile
measured) and 1.7 DU on 5 April (average of 3 spirals). The
operational area average OMI SO2 values (2 DU on 1
April and 3 DU on 5 April) are substantially higher (up to
a factor of 2) than average aircraft measurements (Table 2).
[17] One of the reasons for the OMI SO2 noise and bias is
algorithmic assumptions [Yang et al., 2007]. The other
reason is imperfect calibration applied to the OMI measured
radiance and irradiance data available in the collection 2
level 1b data. Recently level 1b data have been reprocessed
(collection 3 data) with several improvements applied to the
calibration: (1) daily dark current maps subtracted from the
measured radiance and irradiance data and (2) improved
radiometric calibration in combination with a modified stray
light correction [Dobber et al., 2008]. Preliminary analysis
has shown that improved treatment of the dark current has
reduced ‘‘striping’’ in residuals. The improved stray light
correction is also expected to have a positive effect by
reducing the bias in operational SO2 data. To demonstrate
this, we reran the operational OMI SO2 algorithm using
collection 3 OMTO3 residuals without making any changes
to the algorithm and software. These results are shown in
Table 2 as collection 3 OMI SO2 data. As can be seen, the
SO2 noise and positive bias on clear days remain the same.
However, collection 3 SO2 data are lower and in better
agreement with aircraft measurements (within 15%) on both
polluted days.
3.2. Individual Case Comparisons
[18] Comparisons with aircraft measurements for the
individual profiling flight patterns (spirals) are summarized
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in Table 3. To reduce the noise, the OMI IFOV data were
averaged within 30 km of each spiral (n  4 – 9) and
compared with vertically integrated (up to 4 km) in situ
aircraft data. For such small samples, the OMI noise is
estimated to be 1.2– 1.6 DU (double SDM(n) in Table 1b)
depending on the number of IFOV averaged (n), not
including a possible AMF error. OMI (collection 2) SO2
retrievals are larger than the aircraft measurements in all
cases. The largest difference of 2.3 DU (150%) is found
over Taoxian International Airport on 5 April and the
smallest difference (0.4 DU or 17%) over Liaozhong on
the same day (Table 3). In other polluted cases OMI values
are doubled compared to the aircraft measurements. On both
clean days (7 and 10 April) OMI values are within the noise
level. Reprocessing OMI SO2 data with the operational
algorithm, but better calibrated level 1b data (collection 3
data in Table 3) resulted in improved agreement with
aircraft measurements for all retrievals on polluted days.
The maximal difference over Taoxian International Airport
on 5 April is reduced to 1.3 DU (90%), which is comparable
to the noise. The differences are smaller in other polluted
cases.
[19] Using aircraft SO2 and aerosol profile data one can
partition the total OMI error between AMF error and
retrieval error not related to the operational AMF assumptions (equation (2)). To quantify the latter, the operational
AMF was corrected to account for known sources of
systematic errors. First, the SO2 cross sections [Bogumil
et al., 2003] were corrected using aircraft-measured SO2
and temperature profiles. For example, the SO2-weighted
temperature over Liaozhong on 5 April was close to 289 K,
higher than the PBL temperature of 275 K assumed in the
operational OMI algorithm. In this case the assumed differential SO2 cross sections are overestimated by 4.5% and
operational SO2 values are underestimated by the same
percentage. Therefore, the temperature correction resulted
in an increase in the operational SO2 values. Next, the
operational AMF was corrected to account for the aircraftmeasured SO2 and aerosol profiles (Figure 7), total ozone,
and OMI viewing geometry. The correction was done using
a linear regression (equations (5)– (7)), where regression
coefficients were recalculated for each spiral using the
actual aircraft measured aerosol optical properties and
aerosol and SO2 vertical profiles. The aerosol scattering
coefficients were measured in situ at 3 visible wavelengths:
450 nm, 550 nm, and 650 nm and the AOT at 500 nm was
estimated assuming a constant value of SSA at 500 nm
(0.9). The spectral dependence of the AOT and SSA in the
UV was calculated using Mie code (spherical particle
assumption) with refractive index and size distributions
from OMI dust and industrial aerosol models [Torres et
al., 2007]. These parameters, together with the measured
SO2 and aerosol vertical profiles and TOMS climatological
ozone vertical profiles, were input to the radiative transfer
code to calculate the AMF regression as a function of SCO,
for each spiral location (7). The resulting AMFs for the
Liaozhong spiral on 5 April are shown in Figure 7 for 3
scenarios: no aerosols, industrial aerosols, and dust aerosols.
The industrial aerosols with a flat SSA spectral dependence
(mixtures of sulfate and black carbon) have little effect on
the AMF, while dust aerosols with enhanced UV absorption
(dust and secondary organic aerosols (SOA)) would reduce
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Figure 7. (left) SO2 AMF parameterization as function of SCO for a 275 DU ozone profile, different
viewing and solar zenith angles, solar azimuth 60?120° and 0.05 surface albedo. Blue diamonds, red
stars, and purple crosses indicate the aerosol model used in the parameterization, respectively: no aerosols
or clouds, an OMI industrial aerosol model (sulfate/soot mixture), and a dust aerosol model with the same
optical parameters in the visible wavelengths. (right) Normalized vertical profile of the aerosol scattering
coefficient from aircraft in situ measurements (blue lines) and normalized SO2 concentration profile from
aircraft in situ measurements on 5 April (red lines). Symbols indicate spiral location: Xiaoming (triangle),
Taoxian (diamond), and Liaozhong (square).
the AMF by half (Figure 7, left). We note that these two
types of aerosols have the same optical properties in the
visible wavelengths (AOT  1 and SSA  0.9 at 450 nm),
where aerosol measurements are typically available, but
quite different SSA at the UVB wavelengths (310–315 nm)
where OMI SO2 retrievals are done. Assuming only a soot/
sulfate mixture would result in an OMI retrieved value of
2 DU SO2 in this particular case. However, assuming a
dust aerosol regime with the same properties in the visible
would result in twice as much SO2 (4 – 5 DU).
[20] AMF corrections assuming an industrial aerosol
model are typically small (<10%) for all polluted cases,
except for one case over Taoxian airport on 1 April (Table 3).
In this case the combination of high total ozone (400 DU)
and a large OMI viewing angle (40°) results in a large
downward AMF correction, so that the corrected SO2 value
is increased by 50% from 1.4 DU to 2.1 DU. The aircraft
measured SO2 was close to 1.3 DU in this case, so that the
AMF adjustment using an industrial aerosol model
increases the difference. Using a dust aerosol model would
result in an even smaller AMF, which would further
increase the difference. We conclude that the OMI collection 3 SCD is still high in this case, which is accidentally
compensated by the overestimated value of the operational
AMF (0.36; equation (1)). Therefore, making off-line AMF
adjustments is important for estimating unbiased errors in
the OMI SCD retrievals. Overall, AMF-corrected collection
3 OMI data are higher than aircraft measurements. In polluted
cases the bias ranges from 0.2 DU (10%) to 1.2 DU (80%)
and on clear days from 0.4 DU to 1 DU. The average positive
bias is close to +0.6 DU. This bias is insignificant compared
to the noise in the OMI data (1.3 DU).

4. Conclusions
[21] In this first OMI SO2 validation study, conducted
over Shenyang in NE China as part of the EAST-AIRE

field campaign in April 2005, SO2 observations from
instrumented aircraft flights are compared with OMI operational (collection 2) and reprocessed (collection 3) OMI
SO2 data. Comparisons are made for clear and polluted days
under favorable observational conditions (no clouds, near
nadir viewing directions). The following conclusions can be
drawn:
[22] 1. Operational OMI PBL SO2 measurements qualitatively agree with the aircraft in situ observations of high
SO2 column amounts (approximately 1– 2.DU) ahead of a
cold front (1 and 5 April) and lower concentrations behind it
(7 and 10 April). This comparison demonstrates that OMI
can distinguish between background SO2 conditions and
heavy pollution on a daily basis. This supports the potential
application of the OMI PBL SO2 product to regional air
pollution studies.
[23] 2. To evaluate the minimum detectable amount of
OMI PBL SO2 under optimal observational conditions (no
clouds, solar zenith angle 40° and near nadir viewing
angles) we examined the signal and its variability over a
remote region of the South Pacific where the column
content should be consistently well below 0.1 DU. For
individual instantaneous field of view (IFOV) data, the
standard deviation (s) is s = 1.5 DU. The noise can be
reduced by averaging over a larger area or for a longer time.
For a single day, s falls to 0.82 DU for an averaging area
with a radius of 20 km (4 IFOV data) and to 0.36 DU for
radius of 70 km (44 IFOV data), but increasing the area
further has little impact on the noise; for a 100 km radius
with 89 IFOV data s = 0.28. Averaging over 75 days (for
each of which at least 70 cloud-free IFOV points were
available) for the whole 2°  2° area gave a standard
deviation of 0.6 DU. The variability in the measurement
is greater than expected from purely random errors such as
instrument noise due, perhaps, to systematic errors such as
variability in surface conditions or stratospheric ozone.
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[24] 3. A positive bias of up to 150% is demonstrated in
the operational collection 2 OMI data (OMI being higher)
on polluted days. Reprocessed OMI SO2 data with better
calibrated radiance/irradiance data (collection 3 level 1b
data) reduces the difference with aircraft measurements on
polluted days, but has little effect on clean days.
[25] 4. The operational SO2 data were corrected off-line
to account for the AMF dependence on total ozone, SO2
profile, viewing geometry, and aerosol effects. Overall,
AMF-corrected collection 3 OMI data are higher than
aircraft measurements. In polluted cases the overestimation
ranges from 0.2 DU (10%) to 1.2 DU (80%) and on clear
days from 0.4 DU to 1 DU. The campaign average OMI
bias is close to +0.6 DU.
[26] 5. Absorbing aerosols interfere with OMI SO2
retrievals by affecting the AMF. The industrial aerosols
have little effect on the AMF, while dust aerosols (large
particles, with strong absorption in UV) reduce the AMF by
half doubling the retrieved SO2. Therefore quantifying the
spectral dependence of aerosol absorption at SO2 wavelengths (310 – 330 nm) is critical for accurate retrieval of
SO2 amounts using satellite UV measurements.
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